




idden in a framed corner of the Stellenberg Estate, a vignette 
of veritable colour and texture greets visitors entering this 
enclosed haven. Here, in the dappled shade of a Liquidambar 
tree, an intoxicating convocation of floral fragrances and 

pungent herbs arouse hints of a simplistic bygone era. It is a contemplative 
spot and all is quiet – except for the humming of bumblebees and  
occasional creak of the 19th-century French wrought-iron gate.

With its roots firmly embedded in the past, this heavenly garden is 
filled with an array of earthly delights, carefully chosen by proprietor 
Sandy Ovenstone to invoke a sense of old-world cachet. Nine years ago 
when Ovenstone decided to develop a kitchen garden on the sprawling 
grounds of this historic estate, she looked for something with a distinctly 
Gallic personality where a profusion of heirloom edibles could prosper. 

And where better to find this, than at a medieval monastery where 
the garden was an attempt to create harmony between God, humanity 
and nature? These plots of cultivated land allowed monks to live a self-
sustaining lifestyle, relying on the rich pickings from nature’s bounty to 
nourish them.

After a visit to a priory in France, Ovenstone called in Cape Town 
landscape designer Franchesca Watson to design a functional garden  

skilfully interwoven with rich symbolism almost lost in our secular age.  
‘When Sandy returned from Prieuré d’Orsan, which was founded in 1107, 
she was very inspired by these extensively restored gardens and wanted to 
establish a small organic kitchen garden along the same medieval lines of 
the priory,’ explains Watson.

The result is a contemporary interpretation of a garden characteristic 
of pre-Renaissance monasteries, brimming with a bountiful communion 
of vegetables, flowers, fruits and herbs. The philosophy expressed by 
designer Jacques Wirtz, ‘to unite the beauty of the past with the visionary 
force of the future’, reverberates within the confines of this enclosed 
nook of the estate.

Although the rich spread of edibles takes centre stage and functionality 
is key, the garden is perfectly manicured and decorative in its own right. In 
response to its medieval roots, lavish vegetation is set within a symmetrical 
design. Emphasising geometry, the paths, beds and ornamental structures 
all play a valuable, symbolic and aesthetic role in the design. The layout 
is well considered and the area is divided into four square beds, each 
brimming with individual groups of plants, most ripe for the picking. 

At the core of the garden is a stone-plinth water feature, which adds 
gravitas to the design. Directly inspired by the drinking fountain and  
trough at the historic French priory, sourcing material for this fontaine 
de vie took some ingenuity. ‘We had to find used granite kerbstones. 
The central column then had to be made by Clift and Sons gravestone 
manufacturers in Paarl out of similar granite,’ says Watson. ‘Sandy also 
found old fittings for the spouts.’

A LUSH ORCHARD BRIMMING WITH FLESHY EDIBLES
n Structural Planting Albeit on a 
smaller scale, the kitchen garden is 
a well-researched example of how 
fresh produce might have been 
grown in medieval France. In the 
fruit section, apple and plum trees 
trained as freestanding espaliers 
on vertical supports relive an 
old tradition. Espalier training of 

trees was popular in the Middle 
Ages and involves pruning and 
grafting trees to create formal two-
dimensional or single-plane branch 
patterns. n Fruitful Pickings Limes, 
plums, pomegranates, rhubarbs, 
strawberries and apples have been 
successfully cultivated since the 
garden’s inception nine years ago.

 While trying to stay true to the 
     original monastic blueprint, the 
  garden is constantly evolving  
      and uses nature as a compass A 19th-century wrought-iron gate leads 

to the monastic-inspired kitchen garden 
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